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Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Learning objective 1 - Describe InfraWorks and its features



Learning objective 2 - Create your own workflow for producing data files



Learning objective 3 - Build a coordinated model using real-life coordinates



Learning objective 4 - Create ready-for-presentation scenarios for your project

About the Speakers
Justin James is an application and BIM Solutions Specialist/Certified Instructor. 23 years
industry experience, uniquely qualified to speak about the benefits of BIM adoption to improve
efficiency and reduce costs – from design to build. Following a 6 year apprenticeship in
Building Services Engineering in the UK, Justin has worked with a wide variety of clients in the
design/build industry; around the London area, as well as in Australia. His career has
encompassed a myriad of roles, Project Manager, Mechanical Engineer, Lead Coordinator,
CAD Coordinator, Technician and Surveyor, but his passion remains in the construction field.
Since Justin moved to Canada in 2009 he has employed his knowledge and keen interest in
building construction to instruct one day classes on BIM to members of the construction
industry in Canada. Justin now runs his own business providing BIM consultancy to all
divisions of the AEC industry, from a BIM overview / transition, to a full BIM implementation
plan for your company.
Justin can be reached at - jjames@reach-consulting.ca
Anuj Anand is a Bridge Technologist with 9 years of experience in the Engineering Industry.
Anuj started his career in 2001 as a Trainee Draftsman in India, and then came to Canada in
2005 to pursue my career in Design and Drafting. I did my Engineering Design and Drafting
from NAIT. In 2008 I graduated from this program and started working with AECOM Canada
Ltd. as a Bridge Technologist. After working on the Various Projects, In 2011 I became a
Bridge and Tunnel Modeler for AECOM Canada Ltd.
Anuj can be reached at - Anuj.Anand@aecom.com
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Overview
Welcome to the session, please note that this a ‘beginner level’ session covering the
introduction to a relatively new Autodesk Product, this session is best suited for those that have
not used InfraWorks before, or those that have attempted to use it and would like some cool top
tips and pitfalls to steer clear of.
Let’s set the scene, let’s take a typical InfraWorks project and place it in a typical city around the
world, as you all know, every project has different models of different file types, but they have
one thing in common, they all need to be brought in to a single collaborative environment, this is
much like the NavisWorks environment, except we can’t model anything in NavisWorks, but with
InfraWorks we can. Think of this as NavisWorks on Steroids!
So let’s break the session down in to four bite size pieces:





InfraWorks – a quick overview of the User Interface and features
Importing models and model environment preparation
Adding additional design within the User Interface such as roads, rail and bridges etc.
Finally exporting your design out of InfraWorks for anyone to view and explore

This in turn covers our existing 4 learning objectives for this session.
Today’s session has been based on the process we encountered of using InfraWorks for the
first time on the City of Edmonton’s Valley Line LRT project. We use real project files that were
used in the learning process, we share with you the difficulties we encountered so you don’t
have to go through the same.
We chose InfraWorks to:




Potentially use the exported file format to share in public involvement sessions
Manipulate design further in a ‘real life’ environment
Prove that the existing project files to date where indeed future proofed (compatible with
new products)

Project Background:
Lead by AECOM, ConnectEd Transit Partnership is a brand to identify the numerous specialist
sub consultants that have the global market leadership and local presence to provide the City of
Edmonton with the required consulting services to develop and implement a highly reliable and
effective public transport. The ConnectEd Transit Partnership is comprised of AECOM,
DIALOG, Hatch Mott MacDonald, ISL, GEC and various other specialized consultants.
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Learning Objective 1: InfraWorks Overview
Let us take a closer look at the User Interface (UI) and Navigation tools, if you are not familiar
with the ribbon technology within Autodesk and Microsoft products, where have you been! But
for those few that aren’t – let’s not spend too much time on this, it’s like riding a bike, as soon as
you are shown once and you find your balance, you don’t need to be shown again.
The whole UI is split in to tabs, these tabs house ribbons, each ribbon is split in to panels,
each Panel has a selection of contextually named buttons. Top Tip - the most used buttons
(features) are always placed on the left of the ribbon by default. There are three types of buttons
– general, drop down and split. As illustrated below:

Let’s not skip across the Quick access bar – why? Because this is one of the quickest ways to
personalize any of your Autodesk products! The Quick Access Bar can be moved to under the
ribbon, and any ‘button’ can be placed in this bar! Meaning you could minimize your ribbon and
have more display space! Take a look at this example:
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The normal help menu’s and F1 keys apply to InfraWorks accept they have been moved to their
own tab now. Top Tip – At this point we would advise you to sign in to your Autodesk account
this will make things easier later for exporting your scenarios. Let’s quickly move on to the View
Cube. NB: WikiHelp has improved from 2013 products inwards.

Top Tip – Right click on the home button to save your favorite view, it will come in very handy…





‘Orbit’ by dragging the cube or by holding down the left mouse button
Click on the parts of the cube
Zoom in and out by using the center wheel
Pan by holding down the right mouse button

There are also many other view features under the View tab, ‘Lock Above Terrain’ keeps you
from orbiting below the terrain layer, this is in effect just like ‘gravity’ in NavisWorks, also under
the View tab, you will see ‘Camera’ and ‘Look’ commands, these are much like the ‘look around’
or ‘eye ball’ commands in NavisWorks.
Using these basic rules of navigation will allow you to feel very familiar within the product in a
matter of minutes, but remember they are not the usual navigation shortcuts you are used to, so
prepare yourself for some frustrating 10-15 times of doing things the old way out of habit!
You can also save certain navigated views to your Bookmarks, this can be found under the
Home tab, in the ‘location bookmarks’ panel in the ribbon.
So that’s the UI and some basics, now that you feel familiar with what we shall be working in,
let’s move on to importing files. Top Tip – Dock your ‘Data Sources’ to the left of your screen
before you begin, this is one of the import tools you will use the most when creating your
amalgamated model.
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-oLearning Objective 2 and 3:
So where do we start? Well. We have a blank screen so we need to load a terrain, in our
example this is a terrain file of Edmonton, Alberta, this is where our current LRT project is,
however you’ll soon discover that once you have created one InfraWorks file for the city or town
you are working in, this can be used again for many other projects within your company. It is at
this point that I would give your project file a relevant name. Under the description field, this
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could be used as the current state description of the file, for example, stage 1 or a more
descriptive message for your team.

Top Tip – do not specify a coordinate system for your model, InfraWorks works best using its
own coordinate system, and will transform data into that system. However, if the Geolocation
tab displays a yellow warning icon when you import the data, you will need to find out the
coordinate system for the data and specify it. We shall show you how to achieve this throughout
our lecture.
The terrain file itself can be downloaded from a number of sources, these were our favourites:




www.fao.org/geonetwork
www.gadm.org
http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/

But if you’d like to search locally, much like everything else – Google it! This search worked for
us:
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The terrain file is usually called topographic data or an elevation; it usually comes in raster
format and includes both a picture file (such as aerial photography) and a world file (locating the
picture in the real world). Now you can use a vector format – which is a line representation of
the terrain, but you will get better results from a raster file format. Top Tip – Create a wellstructured folder to file all of your models, well named, all in one location, and this will make it
much easier to refer back to. To speed load times, store all of your files locally.
There are only a few major things to remember when you load any of your files in to InfraWorks;
here is a cheat list for you to use: Top Tip – Use this Load Cheat Sheet:







Load one by one
Are my files in the correct Data source?
Do my files have the world file location? (on download)
Are my files configured and loaded as the correct type?
Always configure each file one by one and then ‘close and refresh’
Notice there is an ‘OK’ button as well as a ‘Close & Refresh’ button; these are separated
as you may not always wish to refresh, as this takes time, sometimes you merely need
to see the configuration of the file.

Let us show you a good example of the ‘loading a file check list’:
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After loading your terrain file, it is now ready to have the ground imagery ‘draped’ over it, this is
in effect aerial photography that is also downloadable and shall also come with both formats – a
picture file and a world file (much like the terrain) once again, the world file locates the picture
file in the real world. Top Tip: You may well be able to obtain older imagery for free, but paying
for the latest will serve you better once know you have the latest city layout.
Much like the terrain files, Google is a great place to source ground imagery. A good search
string includes the following: GIS+ data + color+ Aerial + imagery + download + [your area
name]
Now load using the ‘cheat sheet’ above.
It is at this point that you may wish to load transportation, rail/road data or water (hydro) data
also, we chose not to, as we had our own, if you would like further information on loading
transportation files, we can offer it. However it is much the same process as obtaining the
terrain and ground imagery, you are beginning to see a pattern now right?
You are now at the point where you have pulled in all of the ‘outside’ data to create your canvas
to lay your new models on, be it new buildings, roads, bridges or railways or a combination of
all.
So how do we ensure that all of our ‘in-house’ data is inserted at the correct world coordinates
as they are loaded in to our new city model? This can actually be quite straight forward – we
struggled with this for some time, then we realized that if we took one of the out-sourced files
and imported that in to our native design software, such as Revit or Civil 3D. We could then
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move the model from 0,0,0 in to the correct position accordingly. So what we suggested in our
Project Execution Plan was that you begin your Revit model by finding this insertion point first,
rather than having to move your model to it at a later stage. We admit that we are sure there are
many other ways of ‘cheating’ this system, but by far, this was the quickest, remember we were
using NavisWorks as our universal translator, so we always have the facility of checking the
models for coordination in advance.
Top Tip – InfraWorks is constantly saving, so you will never lose your work, however, if you
wish to create different files at different stages of your project, you will need to save the
amalgamated models at different times.
-0-

Learning Objective 4: Create ready-for-presentation scenarios for your project
In this closing section, we would also like to give you a quick overview of the ‘create/edit
features’ ribbon, (seen below in the top of the left screen shot) within the InfraWorks
environment you can create layout amendments to your city file. We chose to use this for a car
park area around one of our stations which we shall show you live, but you also have the choice
of loading in your own 3D files.

The design features themselves are quite self-explanatory, as you hover over the create/edit
features ribbon, exact commands are displayed to aid you in your design, simply select roads
for example and ‘left click’ to place and left click again to create curves in your road, ensure that
you use the return key when completing the command, escape key will actually remove
everything since you started the feature! You will find grips on each of the ends of the road if
you reselect a finished design piece, this allows you to ‘grip’ the item to pull and stretch it until
you have your refined design.
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As well as covering the design features built in to InfraWorks, we shall wrap up by showing you
an exported ‘scenario’ straight to the iPad and web link, if you can view this by the end of our
session it just goes to show how easy it is for you to achieve the same results with your clients
or for a public involvement session.
Does anyone in the audience have an iPad with a Wi-Fi connection and the InfraWorks App, or
does anyone have a Laptop with Firefox loaded with google chrome or Mozilla Firefox; we shall
forward this link to you right now, so you can view this file.
So how did we do this? Here is a very simple ‘step by step’ guide with some screen shots and
notes.
Step 1 Did you sign in to your Autodesk account? Well you should at this point
Step 2 Present tab – Scenarios - + ‘add’ sign – Create Scenario, add description – create
polygon of scenario to produce.

Step 3 Draw around model to export. Top Tip – Remain on your surface terrain.
Step 4 Set home, see previous image on the right. Top Tip – Autoplay, is the video export
feature, this takes a LONG time! We would recommend using NavisWorks for this, however
if you have time to export from InfraWorks, you will have a more data rich video as a result.
Set the tile size to 50, because these are usually large files. LOD (level of detail) set to high.
Press OK.
Step 5 Once the polygon is closed (press return – not escape) it shall appear in your Scenario
Box. – Right click – create file – for web view and you also have the option to select iTunes
also.

Step 6 Right click on the file – publish. You will need to create a ‘Publish Group’ account first!
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Step 7 Collaborate – publish model – you can add publish notes – ‘send notes to group via
Bluestreak” can also be used go for coffee!

Summary of TOP TIPS:














Top Tip 1 The most used buttons (features) are always placed on the left of the ribbon by default
Top Tip 2 At the beginning of your InfraWorks session - sign in to your Autodesk account this will
make things easier later for exporting your scenarios
Top Tip 3 Right click on the home button to save your favorite view, it will come in very handy
Top Tip 4 Dock your ‘Data Sources’ to the left of your screen before you begin, this is one of the
import tools you will use the most when creating your amalgamated model
Top Tip 5 Do not specify a coordinate system for your model, InfraWorks works best using its
own coordinate system
Top Tip 6 Create a well-structured folder to file all of your models, well named, all in one
location, and this will make it much easier to refer back to
Top Tip 7 Use the Load Cheat Sheet
Top Tip 8 To speed load times, store all of your files locally
Top Tip 9 You may well be able to obtain older imagery for free, but paying for the latest will
serve you better once know you have the latest city layout
Top Tip 10 InfraWorks is constantly saving, so you will never lose your work, however, if you
wish to create different files at different stages of your project, you will need to save the
amalgamated models at different times - ‘save as’
Top Tip 11 Remain on your terrain surface when creating your polygon for your scenario
Top Tip 12 Autoplay, is the video export feature, this takes a LONG time! We would recommend
using NavisWorks for this.
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ONLINE REFERENCES:
http://docs.autodesk.com/ICD/2014/ENU/Training_Guide/autodesk-infraworks-training-guide.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBm-oT48inw&list=PLgYKCHjym6mQnRDgH-r24SP3tRoAwkoNM
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-infraworks/overview

In closing:
How did the LRT team benefit from the InfraWorks product?
We were able to prove that our existing models were indeed, future-proofed; we were able to
use InfraWorks in our quarterly meeting updates with a higher level of city perspective. We were
able to test augmented reality.

If you would like to contact either of us for any reference material and contacts that we used for
support during our learning process, please feel free to email us at jjames@reach-consulting.ca
or Anuj.Anand@aecom.com. Thank you so much for attending.

Justin and Anuj
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